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Abstract: Peroxisomal biogenesis disorders (PBDs) are a heterogeneous group of genetic diseases.
Multiple peroxisomal pathways are impaired, and very long chain fatty acids (VLCFA) are the first
line biomarkers for the diagnosis. The clinical presentation of PBDs may range from severe, lethal
multisystemic disorders to milder, late-onset disease. The vast majority of PBDs belong to Zellweger
Spectrum Disordes (ZSDs) and represents a continuum of overlapping clinical symptoms, with
Zellweger syndrome being the most severe and Heimler syndrome the less severe disease. Mild
clinical conditions frequently present normal or slight biochemical alterations, making the diagnosis
of these patients challenging. In the present study we used a combined WES and RNA-seq strategy
to diagnose a patient presenting with retinal dystrophy as the main clinical symptom. Results
showed the patient was compound heterozygous for mutations in PEX1. VLCFA were normal,
but retrospective analysis of lysosphosphatidylcholines (LPC) containing C22:0–C26:0 species was
altered. This simple test could avoid the diagnostic odyssey of patients with mild phenotype, such
as the individual described here, who was diagnosed very late in adult life. We provide functional
data in cell line models that may explain the mild phenotype of the patient by demonstrating the
hypomorphic nature of a deep intronic variant altering PEX1 mRNA processing.

Keywords: macular oedema; retinal dystrophy; sensorineural hearing loss; myopathic facies; PEX1;
hypomorphic mutation; RNA-seq; very-long chain LPC

1. Introduction

Peroxisomes are cell organelles that play an essential role in human metabolism and
are indispensable for normal life [1]. Defects in genes encoding peroxisomal proteins may
lead to a variety of diseases that can be grouped into two main classes, namely single
peroxisomal enzyme deficiencies and peroxisome biogenesis disorders (PBDs).

In this report, we are going to focus on PBDs. These disorders are a heterogeneous
group of autosomal recessive defects with a generalized impairment in peroxisome function-
ing. Peroxisomes are formed by fission following import of newly synthetized peroxisomal
proteins from the cytoplasm into the peroxisome. Mutations in the genes encoding these
proteins give rise to a peroxisomal protein import defect, which in turn leads to a deficiency
of peroxisomal biogenesis. Moreover, proteins involved in maintenance and division of
peroxisomes have also been described [1].
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The clinical presentation of PBDs may range from severe, lethal multisystemic disor-
ders to milder, late-onset progressive neurological disease or even isolated visual and/or
hearing problems. Based on clinical presentation, three distinct subtypes are recognized
among PBDs: the Zellweger spectrum disorders (ZSDs), rhizomelic chondrodysplasia
punctate (RCDP) type 1 and type 5, and the peroxisomal fission defects [1].

The vast majority of PBDs belong to ZSDs that include the three historically defined
clinical entities: cerebro-hepato-renal syndrome or Zellweger syndrome (ZS, OMIM 214100),
neonatal adrenoleukodystrophy (NALD, OMIM 202370), and infantile Refsum disease
(IRD, OMIM 266510), which are now considered different presentations within the same
clinical and biochemical spectrum, and represents a continuum of overlapping clinical
symptoms with ZS being the most and IRD the less severe disease [1–6]. Genetic studies
showed that all ZSDs are caused by mutations in one of the PEX genes [6–9].

Because patients of ZSDs present a defect in peroxisome formation, multiple perox-
isomal pathways are impaired, resulting in several metabolic abnormalities. These cell
organelles carry out essential metabolic functions such as β-oxidation of very long-chain
fatty acids (VLCFA), α-oxidation of phytanic acid, biosynthesis of plasmalogens and bile
acids, and glyoxylate detoxification, among others [9–11]. Consequently, ZSDs patients
accumulate very long chain fatty acids (VLCFA), phytanic and pristanic acid, C27-bile
acid intermediates and pipecolic acid in plasma and have a deficiency of plasmalogens in
erythrocytes, which are the first line biomarkers for the diagnosis [1,9,11].

In the past years, the implementation of next-generation sequencing (NGS) in the
clinical setting has allowed the identification of an increasing number of mild clinical
conditions in adult patients who frequently present normal or slight biochemical alterations
in plasma [5,12–19]. To this regard, Heimler Syndrome (HS) has been recognized as a perox-
isome biogenesis disorder within the ZSDs and added to the (very) mild end of the clinical
spectrum. HS has been associated with mutations in PEX1, PEX6 and PEX26. However,
there are no significant differences among the gene-associated phenotypes [13,14,20–23].

Clinically, HS is characterized by sensorineural hearing loss, amelogenesis imper-
fecta of the teeth and retinal dystrophy [13,23,24]. In contrast to other ZSDs, this mild
form shows no neurological manifestations and may present unaltered plasma VLCFA or
other biochemical markers of PBDs [20]. The clinical heterogeneity of PBDs and the fact
that mild forms often do not show biochemical alterations makes the diagnosis of these
patients challenging.

In the present study we used a combined WES and RNA-seq strategy in a patient
presenting a mild clinical phenotype partially overlapping with HS, with retinal dystrophy
as the main clinical symptom. Results showed the patient was compound heterozygous for
mutations in the PEX1 gene. VLCFA were normal, but retrospective analysis of lysosphos-
phatidylcholines (LPC) containing C22:0–C26:0 species was altered. We provide functional
data in cell line models that explain the mild phenotype of the patient by demonstrating
the hypomorphic nature of a deep intronic variant altering PEX1 mRNA processing.

2. Results
2.1. Identification of PEX1 Mutations

A combined WES and RNA-seq strategy was performed to identify the underlying
genetic defect in this family. WES was done in the index case and in her healthy parents,
and data was analyzed following the filtering steps detailed in the methods section. We
identified the c.1842del heterozygous variant in PEX1 (NM_000466.3) in the index case,
which was also present in her father. The variant was predicted to change a conserved
glutamate to lysine at position 615 of the protein and generates a frameshift leading to
a premature termination codon (p.Glu615LysfsTer30). The identified variant was con-
sidered to be pathogenic as it has been previously reported in patients with Zellweger
syndrome [25,26], but WES could not identify any other variant in this gene, as it would be
expected for an autosomal recessive disease.
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In addition, RNA-seq was performed in the patient’s fibroblasts. Transcriptomic
data were analyzed by running the DROP computational workflow in order to detect
genes with aberrant expression levels, altered splicing events, and genes with mono-allelic
expression (MAE) of rare variants. These analyses prioritized a statistically significant
aberrant expression event involving PEX1, by showing a 46% reduction of the mRNA
levels of this gene compared to controls. No other significant aberrant splicing or MAE
outliers were prioritized. The levels of PEX1 detected in our patient were the lowest of
the cohort of transcriptomes analyzed (Figure 1). The analysis of the RNA mapped reads
showed almost complete absence of the allele carrying the c.1842del variant identified by
WES, suggesting that it may be mainly degraded by the nonsense mediated mRNA decay
(NMD) mechanisms (Figure 2A). In addition, RNA-seq data analysis identified a 120 bp se-
quence of PEX1 intron 5 that was aberrantly incorporated to mRNA between exons 5 and 6
(Figure 2A,B). Interestingly, this aberrant transcript was detected approximately in half of
the reads, meaning that a remaining pool of correctly-spliced PEX1 mRNA was still present
in the patient’s cells. Remarkably, traces of aberrantly processed PEX1 transcripts were also
observed in several control individuals, suggesting the susceptibility of this region to be
exonized. This intronic retention was predicted to generate a frameshift and a premature
stop codon (p.Ile414GlnfsTer11). Transcriptome analysis also identified a deep intronic
variant within the retained sequence (c.1240-1551A>G). This variant was not annotated in
gnomAD. In silico analysis using Human Splicing Finder predicted no significant impact
on splicing signals, and according to the American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG)
criteria this variant was classified as a variant of uncertain significance (VUS) [27].
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Figure 1. RNA-seq analysis in patient’s fibroblasts. (A) RNA expression volcano plot showing
gene level significance (−log10 p value) against Z-scores. Red dot highlights PEX1 as the most
aberrantly expressed gene in this patient. (B) Expression Rank plot indicates (red dot) that the
levels of PEX1 mRNA levels detected in our patient were the lowest among the entire cohort of
transcriptomes analyzed.

Segregation analysis of the identified variants confirmed the index case was compound
heterozygous. The mother carried the c.1240-1551A>G variant, while the father carried the
c.1842delA mutation.
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Figure 2. Combined WES and RNA-seq analysis identified PEX1 heterozygous variants. (A) The
analysis of DNA and RNA mapped reads identified two heterozygous variants in PEX1 gene. The
c.1842del variant was identified by WES, while the c.1240-1551A>G deep intronic substitution was not
covered by WES but was captured by RNA-seq. (B) Sashimi plots showing the aberrant incorporation
of an intronic sequence into PEX1 mRNA in patient fibroblasts compared to controls. (C) Gene
Ontology (GO) analysis of differentially expressed genes showed significantly enriched GO terms for
the indicated biological processes.

2.2. Functional Annotation Analysis of Differentially Expressed Genes

Functional annotation using gene ontology (GO) terms showed an enrichment in
genes involved in the following categories: cell-cell adhesion via plasma-membrane ad-
hesion molecules (21 genes), protein targeting to ER (18 genes), establishment of protein
localization to endoplasmic reticulum (18 genes), neuron projection guidance (24 genes),
cellular response to type I interferon (18 genes), and type I interferon signaling pathway
(18 genes) (Figure 2C, Supplementary Table S1).

2.3. PEX1 cDNA Analysis

To corroborate the findings of RNA-seq, we analyzed PEX1 mRNA by RT-PCR
(Figure 3A); cDNA obtained from patient and control fibroblasts was amplified using
specific primers. As expected, in control cells a 607 bp product was amplified, correspond-
ing to the wild type PEX1 cDNA, while in patient fibroblasts a higher molecular weight
fragment in addition to the wild type product was obtained. Sanger sequencing demon-
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strated that this product corresponded to a PEX1 fragment in which the 120 bp intronic
sequence was incorporated. We also confirmed the presence of the c.1240-1551A>G variant
within this fragment. Altogether, these results corroborate the observations obtained by
transcriptomic analysis.
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Figure 3. The c.1240-1551A>G variant leads to altered PEX1 mRNA processing. (A) RT-PCR fol-
lowedby agarose gel analysis and Sanger sequencing showed the exonization of a PEX1 intronic
sequence in patient’s fibroblasts. (B) A minigene assay was performed to determine functional impact
of the c.1240-1551A>G variant. Wild type and mutant plasmids were transfected into HAP1 cells
followed by RT-PCR. A predominant 200 bp product corresponding to correctly-spliced pET01 mRNA
was detected upon transfection with wild type plasmids. In contrast, altered splicing was detected
in cells transfected with the vector containing the c.1240-1551A>G variant, showing a significant
overrepresentation of a 320 bp fragment. WT, wild type; MUT, mutant.

2.4. The c.1240-1551A>G Enhances the Exonization of a PEX1 Intronic Sequence

To determine the pathogenicity of the c.1240-1551A>G deep intronic variant, we per-
formed a functional assay using an minigene Exontrap vector system in which we cloned
the wild type (pET01-WT) and mutant (pET01-MUT) PEX1 genomic region (Figure 3B).
HAP1 cells transfected with these constructs were analyzed by RT-PCR and Sanger se-
quencing using vector-specific primers. Cells transfected with pET01-WT produced a
predominant 200 bp product which corresponded with correctly-spliced pET01 mRNA. In
contrast, cells transfected with the pET01-MUT vector showed a significant overrepresen-
tation of a 320 bp fragment containing the c.1240-1551A>G variant, despite the presence
of residual amounts of correctly-spliced mRNA (Figure 3B). These results mimicked the
observations made by RNA-seq and cDNA analysis, demonstrating that the presence of
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the c.1240-1551A>G mutation promotes the aberrant incorporation of an intronic sequence
into PEX1 mRNA.

3. Discussion

In the last decade, NGS technologies have emerged as a fundamental tool for the
diagnosis of Mendelian disorders, especially those with wide phenotypic spectrum [28].
Regardless of the significant improvement provided by the implementation of WES, the
genetic cause of the disease still remains to be identified in a significant number of pa-
tients. This is mainly due to difficulties in the interpretation and prioritization of candidate
variants, and also to the fact that around 30% of disease-causing variants are located in
non-coding regions, which are not covered by WES [29,30]. Recent studies highlight the
usefulness of RNA-seq as a complementary diagnostic tool [31–34]. Indeed, the develop-
ment of appropriate bioinformatic tools for RNA-seq data analysis, such as DROP, allows
the prioritization of candidate disease-associated genes by detecting aberrantly expressed
genes, altered splicing events and monoallelic expression of rare variants [34].

In the case we present here, the use of RNA-seq was decisive to prioritize the disease
causing gene and uncover the pathomechanism underlying the disorder. The clinical
presentation of our patient was compatible with Heimler-like syndrome, which has been
previously associated to recessive PEX1, PEX6, and PEX26 mutations [20,22]. Importantly,
in addition to hearing loss, retinal dystrophy and enamel abnormalities, typically reported
in HS individuals, our patient showed dysmorphic features, usually observed in affected
individuals with PBDs but never documented in HS [13,20,23,24]. Macular edema was
only reported in few HS patients, and to our knowledge neutropenia has never been
associated to this syndrome. In spite of that, our first suspicion was a peroxisomal disorder.
Consequently, VLCFAs and phytanic acid in plasma were measured, but all parameters
were within the control range. Because of the lack of peroxisomal abnormalities in plasma
and the clinical overlap with Usher syndrome (MIM: 276900), the differential diagnosis
with this disease was also considered. However, WES analysis did not reveal any mutation
in Usher associated genes, but identified a single nucleotide deletion within PEX1 coding
region (c.1842del, p.Glu615LysfsTer30), which has been previously reported as pathogenic
in patients with ZS [25,26]. This finding motivated the search for the second mutation.
Therefore, RNAseq studies were undertaken. Results showed a significant reduction of
PEX1 expression and identified a deep intronic substitution (c.1240-1551A>G) on this gene.
This variant was not covered by WES and was detected exclusively by RNA-seq, which
showed a mixture of PEX1 aberrant transcripts that retained an intronic sequence containing
this substitution, together with a remaining pool of correctly spliced mRNA. Although this
alteration was predicted to generate a frameshift leading to a truncated protein product
(p.Ile414GlnfsTer11), the transcriptomic data suggested that the aberrant transcripts may
escape—at least partially—the NMD degradation system. In silico analysis of the c.1240-
1551A>G variant predicted no significant impact on splicing and was classified as VUS [27].
Therefore, functional studies were mandatory to fully demonstrate its contribution to the
patient’s phenotype.

Minigene assay showed that HAP1 cells transfected with a vector carrying the c.1240-
1551A>G variant had a marked increase of aberrantly-spliced transcripts compared to cells
transfected with the wild type plasmid. Our functional data mimicked the observations
made in patient’s fibroblasts and, on the basis of these findings, we concluded that the
mRNA processing defect observed in the patient was caused the by c.1240-1551A>G variant.
It is of note that a small proportion of aberrantly-spliced transcripts were also detected in
cells expressing the wild type vector. Indeed, the detailed analysis of the RNA-seq mapped
reads in our control cohort also showed traces of aberrant PEX1 transcripts carrying the
retention of this genomic region in several controls, suggesting susceptibility of this region
to be exonized. Altogether, the transcriptomic and functional data strongly suggest that the
c.1240-1551A>G substitution is pathogenic by contributing to the activation of a cryptic
splice site signal that enhances exonization of this intronic sequence.
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In addition, RNA-seq analysis of differentially expressed genes showed an enrich-
ment of genes associated to endoplasmic reticulum (ER), neuron guidance and interferon
response. These results are consistent with observations made in PBD-derived iPSCs and
PEX1 knock-in mouse where ER and some interferon pathway associated genes were also
significantly enriched [35,36]. Moreover, our results support the proposed hypothesis that
peroxisome and ER function are strikingly linked [37].

PEX1 loss of function mutations are usually associated to ZS, while genotypes harbor-
ing less severe variants are more frequently found in other milder peroxisomal phenotypes.
In the case of HS, the mild phenotype of the patients was explained by the presence of
at least one hypomorphic allele [20]. Indeed, complementation studies have shown that
the proteins encoded by hypomorphic alleles retained residual activity and cause a mild
peroxisomal dysfunction. However, functional evidence has been provided only in a lim-
ited number of patients [20]. The patient reported here is compound heterozygous for
the c.1842del loss of function mutation and the newly identified c.1240-1551A>G variant.
Our functional data demonstrated the hypomorphic nature of the c.1240-1551A>G vari-
ant. We showed that in addition to aberrantly-processed transcripts, a remaining pool of
correctly-spliced PEX1 mRNA was detected in the patient’s fibroblasts, as well as in the
cell models expressing this mutation. These studies suggest that PEX1 function may be
partially preserved in this individual and may explain the unaltered levels of VLCFA in
serum. However, when we retrospectively analyzed the corresponding very long chain
LPC, in the same serum sample, its elevation was evident, indicating a greater sensitivity
of this methodology, as it has been pointed out by several authors [4,23,38–40]. Therefore,
we strongly support the analysis of very long chain LPC when facing with a suspicion of a
peroxisomal disorder. This simple test could avoid the diagnostic odyssey of patients with
mild phenotype, such as that of the individual described here, who was diagnosed very
late in the life, while initial symptoms appeared at three years of age.

4. Materials and Methods
4.1. Case Report

A 42-year-old woman, from healthy non-consanguineous parents, was first referred
with ophthalmological suspicion of retinal dystrophy at 28 years of age after suffering an
anxiety attack when she experienced an episode of nyctalopia. Her parents told us that
since childhood she always walked while holding onto her companions. The patient was
using hearing aids due to bilateral sensorineural hearing loss diagnosed at three years of
life, and erroneously attributed to previous treatment with ototoxic antibiotics. During her
first decade, she underwent two surgical procedures for convergent strabismus. Physical
and ophthalmological examination showed low visual acuity, sensorineural hearing loss,
enamel abnormalities and subtle dysmorphic facial features, namely myopathic facies and
palpebral fissure with lower temporal slant. Persistent neutropenia was also detected.

Best corrected visual acuity was 20/100 in both eyes. Intraocular pressure was always
normal, pachymetry was 609/606 µm for her right eye (RE) and left eye (OS), respectively,
and campimetry revealed bilateral annular concentric defect (Figure 4A,B). Fundus ex-
amination showed optic disc drusen and vascular narrowing mostly in the periphery of
the retina. Irregular patchy greyish and pigmentary changes in the form of bone spicules
and mottling were demonstrated in the mid and far periphery of the retina (Figure 4C–F).
Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (OCT) showed macular oedema (ME)
(Figure 4G,H) that was first treated with topical brinzolamide and oral acetazolamide.
However, due to the chronic state of the ME, an intravitreal implant of 0.7 mg of dexametha-
sone (Ozurdex®, Allergan, Inc., Irvine, CA, USA) in the OS was applied. The patient refused
other intravitreal treatments. For that reason, oral acetazolamide and topic brinzolamide
drops were continued, with only partial resolution of the edema. Fundus autofluorescence
showed peripapillary hypo-autofluorescence and retinal hypo-autofluorescent areas sec-
ondary to retinal atrophy, which showed increasing extension over time (Figure 4I,J), as
well as the foveal hypo-autofluorescent area. Optic disc exhibited hyper-autofluorescence
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due to optic nerve head drusen. Swept-source OCT also showed drusen in the optic disc in
both eyes (Figure 4K,L).
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Figure 4. Multimodal imaging study of ophthalmological findings. (A,B) Automated campimetry
revealed a concentric reduction in both eyes. (C–F) UWF fundus retinographies show clear vitreous,
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retinal vessel narrowing more pronounced in the peripheral retina, bilateral RPE atrophy, subtle
pigmentary changes with some bone spicules and mottled pigment. It can be observed in more detail
the poorly defined appearance of the optic disc (RE more than OS) due to ONH drusen and the
whitish foveal appearance secondary to RPE atrophy (images D,E, blue arrow). (G,H) OCT exhibited
cystoid macular oedema with large central and smaller surrounding hypo-reflective spaces (yellow
asterisks). (I,J) UWF FAF images show ONH (pink square) hyper-FAF (bright white) due to the
presence of ONH drusen and multiple areas of hypo-FAF secondary to RPE atrophy, such as the
peripapillary area. Diffuse peripheral retinal mottling and some larger areas (white arrows), as well
as the macular area, also exhibit hypo-FAF. (K,L) OCT showed optic disc drusen as ovoid hypo-
reflective structures in both eyes (green circle). Color retinography detail of ONH (inserts K,L). UWF,
ultra-widefield; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; RE, right eye; OS, left eye; ONH, optic nerve head;
FAF, fundus autofluorescence; OCT, optical coherence tomography; CRT, central retinal thickness.

During the following years, she experienced progressive visual acuity deterioration,
in part due to the persistence of ME and retinal dystrophy progression, and cataract
appearance in OS. Phacoemulsification with intraocular lens implant in OS was performed.
Ultra-widefield imaging allowed us to compare the distribution, extent and progression of
all the parameters (foveal atrophy, vascular narrowing, peripapillary and retinal atrophy
and pigmentary changes) already detected at the first visit. The patient has been followed
up for 15 years. Last ophthalmological evaluation, six months ago, showed a best corrected
visual acuity of 20/125 and 20/250 in RE and OS, respectively. However, she showed
greater difficulties and insecurity in carrying out daily activities and was unable to move
around independently.

A peroxisomal disorder was suspected, but very long chain fatty acids (VLCFA and
phytanic acid in plasma were normal making peroxisomal disorder unlikely. The second
suspected disease was Usher syndrome (MIM: 276900), but genomic studies did not con-
firm this hypothesis but rather a mutation in PEX1 that later on led to the diagnosis of
PEX1 defect when the second mutation was identified by RNAseq analysis. Interestingly,
retrospective study of very-long chain LPC (tandem mass spectrometry homemade method-
ology, using Perkin–Elmer kit) demonstrated alteration of these lipid species: C26:0-LPC,
0.48 µmol/L (C.V. ≤ 0.17); C24:0-LPC, 0.69 µmol/L (C.V. ≤ 0.27); C22:0-LPC, 0.28 µmol/L
(C.V. ≤ 0.19). Of interest, this patient has recently been included in a large cohort study of
Mendelian disorders [34]. In the present manuscript, we provide details on ophthalmologic
abnormalities, biochemical data and functional studies demonstrating the pathogenic effect
of the variants.

4.2. Whole Exome Sequencing

Whole exome sequencing and RNA-seq were performed in the Centre Nacional
d’Anàlisi Genòmica (CNAG-CRG). The primary data files (FASTQ files) were analyzed
using the pipeline developed by CNAG-CRG [41]. Sequence reads were mapped to Human
genome build hg19/GRCh37. Trio-WES primary data was analyzed using the URDCAT
genome-phenome analysis platform (https://rdcat.cnag.crg.eu/, accesed on 2 November
2021), filtered by frequency (allele frequency < 1% in population databases, including 1000G
and gnomAD), and by functional impact on the encoded protein, as well as for the clinical
and biochemical phenotype of the patients.

4.3. RNA Sequencing

RNA-seq was performed in CNAG-CRG. The quality control of the total RNA was
done using the Qubit® RNA HS Assay (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,USA) and RNA
6000 Nano Assay on a Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA).
Libraries were prepared using the TruSeq® Stranded mRNA LT Sample Prep Kit (Illumina
Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). The libraries were sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 (Illumina, San
Diego, CA, USA) in paired-end mode (2 × 76 bp). Primary data analysis, image analysis,
base calling, and quality scoring of the run were processed using the manufacturer’s

https://rdcat.cnag.crg.eu/
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software Real Time Analysis (RTA 1.18.66.3), followed by generation of FASTQ sequence
files. Reads from RNA-seq were demultiplexed and then mapped with STAR (v2.7.0a) to
the hg19 genome assembly. Analysis of the aligned data was done using DROP in order
to detect aberrantly expressed genes, altered splicing events, and monoallelic expression
(MAE) of rare variants [42–44]. Aberrant expression was detected using OUTRIDER, a
statistical method that normalizes gene expression counts using a denoising autoencoder
and fits a mean and dispersion for each sample-gene combination using a negative binomial
distribution [42]. Z-scores are computed using the normalized counts. As controls for
detection of aberrant expression and splicing, the cohort of 269 fibroblasts from patients
with Mendelian disorders described in Yepez et al. 2020 was used.

Gene enrichment was performed on the significantly (OUTRIDER’s p < 0.05) down
and up regulated genes (N = 593 and 748, respectively) using the enrichGO function from
the clusterProfiler package in R (https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/omi.2011.0
118, accessed on 8 October 2022). Only biological processes were analyzed. Multiple
testing across the different GO terms was performed using Benjamini–Hochberg’s method.
Redundant terms were removed using the simplify function from the same package and
a similarity cutoff = 0.7. Significant GO terms are those non-redundant with adjusted
p-value < 0.05.

4.4. Cell Culture and cDNA Analysis

Skin derived fibroblasts obtained from the patient and control individuals were main-
tained in minimum essential medium (MEM) (1 g/L glucose, 10% fetal calf serum and
1% penicillin-streptomycin). Cells were grown to confluence in 25 cm2 flasks, harvested
by trypsinization and pelleted by centrifugation or reseed. Total RNA extraction was
performed using RNeasy kit (74104 Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and single-stranded comple-
mentary DNA (cDNA) synthesized using oligodT primers and M-MLV Reverse Transcrip-
tase, RNase H Minus, Point Mutant (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to the manu-
facturer’s protocols. PEX1 cDNA was amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using
self-designed oligonucleotides (available on demand) and analyzed by Sanger sequencing.

4.5. Functional Studies

A minigene assay was performed to determine the effect of the PEX1 c.1240-1551A>G
variant. Briefly, we cloned a 281 bp genomic region containing the c.1240-1551A>G variant,
as well as the wild type allele into the Exontrap Cloning Vector pET01 (MoBiTec GmbH,
Göttingen, Germany). To test the effect of the c.1240-1551A>G variant on mRNA pro-
cessing, we transfected the wild-type (pET01-WT) and mutant (pET01-MUT) plasmids
into HAP1 cells using Lipofectamine3000 (Promega, Madison, WI, USA), following man-
ufacturer’s instructions. Total RNA obtained 48 h upon transfection was subjected to
reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) using primers corresponding to the 5′ and 3′ pET01
exons (available on demand). The products were analyzed in agarose gels, followed by
Sanger sequencing.

5. Conclusions

We report a patient with PEX1 bi-allelic mutations presenting very mild biochemical
alterations and a mild clinical form of ZSDs. We provide a molecular explanation for the
mild phenotype of the patient demonstrating a leaky splicing defect. We also emphasize
the usefulness of combined RNA-seq and functional validation studies to achieve definitive
and reliable diagnoses in clinically heterogeneous disorders. In addition, we strongly
recommend very long chain LPC to be added to the list of tests when a diagnosis of
peroxisomal disorder is suspected.

https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/omi.2011.0118
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